
Instructions on what to revise and how 

 

Subject Topics covered in assessment How to prepare 

English 

You have already completed an in-
class gothic assessment; therefore, 
this assessment will consist of a 
Google Form whereby your 
comprehension and application of 
SPaG will be assessed. 

Review lessons on GC, review 5-a-days in books 
for key vocabulary, review KO. 

Maths 

Prime factor HCF and LCM, Indices, 
Brackets & Equations, Multiply & 
Divide fractions, Drawing Linear 
Graphs, Representing Data, Number 
Sense, Sequences 2, Year 7 Content. 

Use the revision resources provided on google 
classroom. Topic list provided will also include 
Sparx tasks to support your revision and the 
copy of the topic list will be included a RAG 
sheet to target and organise your revision. 

Science 

Respiration, Photosynthesis, 
Electromagnets, Atoms and Periodic 
Table and Energy. 

Use KOs and resources on google classroom to 
self-quiz and prepare. 

Geography 

Topic 1: How are populations 
changing? 
Topic 2: How is Asia being 
transformed? 
Topic 3: Map Skills 

Use Knowledge Organisers AS WELL AS class 
notes and lessons on google classroom to self-
quiz and prepare. 

Year 

Topic 1: Industrial revolution 
Year 7 topics - The Tudors and 
Elizabeth I Use Knowledge Organisers 

PRE 

How do we make a moral decision? 
 
Introduction to Islam; How does faith 
affect our actions? 

All lessons on google classroom; knowledge 
organisers on google classroom; revision 
flashcards; self-quizzing using resources. 

Spanish Knowledge Organisers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

Make flash cards from the Knowledge Organiser 
and make quizzes to test yourself. Ask someone 
at home to test you. 

French Knowledge Organisers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

Make flash cards from the Knowledge Organiser 
and make quizzes to test yourself. Ask someone 
at home to test you. 

Music 

Piano skills, notation and rhythm. 
Ukulele chords, tab notation and key 
terms. 

Revision of google slides information for each 
topic all on google classroom. These are the 
same slides that you use in lessons. 

PE Practical Assessment in PE lessons 
testing students Cardiovascular 
Fitness, Co-ordination, Speed/Agility 
and Power. 

Students can work on their components of 
fitness/skills to ensure that they achieve the 
best level possible (e.g. students can improve 
their speed by performing short sprints and 
improve their hand eye coordination by 
throwing a tennis ball against a wall and 
catching it one handed). 

Computing 

How the Web works, connecting to 
the Web, how information travels, 
online content analysis, naming 
methodologies, HTML, images and 
media. 

Go through lesson slides that will be available 
on Google Classroom. Also review knowledge 
organisers. Read around the topics by searching 
on sites like Google or YouTube. 

 


